
CyberData To Participate at Telin's ONE. Conference in Las Vegas 

Exclusive Partner Event for 3CX Partners Will Provide Sales Strategies and Hands-on Training

Following the news in December 2023 that CyberData and Telin have formed a strategic partnership, CyberData announced they will 
participate at Telin's ONE.Conference, a 2-day event crafted for tech experts and sales pros alike, and tailored for 3CX partners 
exclusively. 

Scheduled for April 17-18 in Las Vegas, Telin's ONE. Conference is presented as the ultimate two-day training for 3CX partners. Elevate 

your 3CX Partnership! ONE. Conference : The Ultimate Two-Day Training for 3CX Partners by TELIN Tickets, Wed, Apr 17, 2024 at 9:00 AM 

| Eventbrite

Event Highlights Include:

- 3CX v20 Unveiled: Dive into the revolutionary world of 3CX's latest version – Version 20! Explore new speci�cations, a sleek interface, 

innovative features, and updated prerequisites that set it apart from anything you've experienced before.

- Technical Expertise: Technical enthusiasts, gear up for a comprehensive training program speci�cally designed for 3CX v20. Delve into 

the intricacies of the new version with a total of 10 hours of training split between Basic and Advanced Certi�cation.

- Vendor Collaboration: Discover how key partners like Snom, Cyberdata, and Telin have aligned their infrastructure to seamlessly 

integrate with 3CX v20. Be assured, that the transition is not just smooth but incredibly exciting!

- Hands-on Training: Technical Room attendees, immerse yourself in hands-on training sessions featuring Cyberdata and Snom. Gain the 

skills needed to navigate the new 3CX version e�ortlessly.

- Sales Strategies: Sales professionals, elevate your game with in-depth presentations on Telin's portfolio and exclusive insights into 

selling 3CX. Understand how Cyberdata and Snom can be key selling points for the new 3CX v20.

Telin's prowess in integrated telecom solutions merges seamlessly with CyberData's innovative hardware and software solutions. This 

new alliance rede�nes how businesses manage and enhance their communication infrastructures and keep people safe and informed 

through communication, ushering in a new era of seamless connectivity and reliability. 

For more details on this transformative partnership and the innovative solutions o�ered, visit www.telin.one and www.cyberdata.net.

About Telin:

Telin is a leading provider of comprehensive telecom solutions, o�ering integrated services to 

businesses worldwide. With a commitment to innovation and customer satisfaction, Telin delivers 

cutting-edge communication technologies tailored to meet diverse business needs.

About CyberData Corporation:

CyberData designs and manufactures paging and noti�cation solutions that integrate with 

VoIP systems and o�er a safe and informed environment through communication. These 

solutions are installed in schools, manufacturing, warehouses, and more, and are designed 

to meet the diverse needs of a diverse range of industries. 
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